DIGITAL CHECKLIST

Is Your Dental Imaging Solution

Cost-Effective, Scalable,
and Secure?

Successfully managing growing imaging databases for a modern dental
practice can be challenging. Investing in the right imaging technology will help
your practice deliver better clinical outcomes and a better experience for you
and your patients.
Does your practice have the right imaging solution that’s cost-effective,
scalable, and secure? Take this quick assessment to find out if your imaging
solution is up to the task.

My Dental Imaging Solution:
For Dentist Owners/Dentist Partners/CEOs:
Provides good ROI through reduced reliance on servers and increased efficiency
Is open-architecture so it’s compatible with any major imaging sensor or device

MY SOLUTION:

Has cloud accessibility so I can access anytime anyplace
Offers 3D functionality so I can access and manipulate 3D files online
Will scale with my practice if I have increasing data needs
Required minimal training before my staff and I were able to use software
Allowed for a disruption-free conversion with no impact to our practice
Has predictable and affordable monthly pricing
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Is your dental imaging solution cost-effective, scalable, and secure?

For Office Managers/IT Managers/CTOs:
Increases security by eliminating need for remote login or VPN
Includes HIPAA compliant sharing portal

MY SOLUTION:

Is device agnostic, reducing IT strain
Is DICOM compatible, saving our practice money on conversions
Does not require an expensive monthly support subscription
Includes lifetime upgrades, updates, and support
Had conversion done by in-house experts, not outsourced
Lets me standardize and centralize imaging software across all locations

0

/8 Total checked boxes

Move to Apteryx Imaging XVWeb with a seamless conversion to a modern
imaging solution with cloud functionality. Read about the implementation and
conversion process to learn more about moving to XVWeb.

LEARN MORE
Experience the ease of working with software that’s universally compatible, saves
in the DICOM standard, and cloud-accessible. XVWeb offers more flexibility and
scalability than any other dental imaging software.

LEARN MORE
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SEE RESULTS
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Is your dental imaging solution cost-effective, scalable, and secure?

How did your current imaging solution score?
How many boxes did you check?

0

7 or less

8 - 10

It’s time to upgrade your dental
imaging software.

Now would be an ideal time
to start looking for an imaging
solution that can better suit your
practice needs.

12 - 14

15 +

Your current imaging
solution has some room for
improvement.

Congratulations! Your imaging
solution is providing great
value for your practice. If
you’re looking for a no-hassle
conversion to an openarchitecture solution with cloud
functionality, we would love to
chat with you about XVWeb.

Practice smart with Apteryx Imaging XVWeb by Planet DDS.
Learn how XVWeb can accelerate your practice and provide a better experience for you, your
staff, and your patients.
Visit www.planetdds.com or call 1-800-866-5098

